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Far from being a fad, food dehydrating is one of the most ancient, effective, and nutritious ways
of preserving food. Now, at last, there is a book that teaches absolutely everything there is to
know about using an electric food dehydrator to dry foods at home -- and gives more than 100
foolproof recipes for scrumptious snacks and meals made from dried foods.With this
extraordinary book, you can learn how to cross junk food and expensive store-bought snacks off
your family's shopping list -- and add to your cupboard homemade, preservative-free fruit
leathers, candied apricots, beef (and fish) jerkies, "sun" dried tomotoes, corn chips, banana
chips, and so much more!Mary Bell gives specific techniques and instructions for preparing
every kind of fruit (from apples to watermelon) and vegetable (from asparagus to zucchini). She
also provides important shopping tips for buying an electric food dehydrator. The recipes for
cooked meals (including mushroom soup, sloppy joes, pesto, and moist banana bread) will
make this book a kitchen classic. And recipes for lightweight, filling trail snacks mean that the
book will travel, too.Additional chapters explain to how make herb seasonings, granolas, celery
powder, cosmetics, dried fruit sugars, potpourri -- and even pet treats!Food drying is an
excellent way for gardeners to preserve their produce. It is a great way to make healthful snacks
for the kids. It's perfect for the new wave of thrifty consumers who can't bear to spend dollars at
health food stores for treats they cold make for pennies themselves. And food drying doesn't use
chemicals or preservatives—so it's great for you and for the planet, too!

From the Back CoverFar from being a fad, food dyhydrating is one of the most ancient, effective,
and nutritous ways of preserving food. Now, at last, there is a book that teaches absolutely
everything there is to know about using an electric food dyhydrator to dry foods at home -- and
gives more than 100 foolproof recipes for scrumptious snacks and meals made from dried
foods.With this extraordinary book, you can learn how to cross junk food and expensive store-
bought snacks off your family's shopping list -- and add to your cupboard homemade,
preservative-free fruit leathers, candied apricots, beef (and fish) jerkies, "sun" dried tomotoes,
corn chips, banana chips, and so much more!Mary Bell gives specific techniques and
instructions for preparing every kind of fruit (from apples to watermelon) and vegetable (from
asparagus to zucchini). She also provides important shopping tips for buying an electric food
dehydrator. The recipes for cooked meals (including mushroom soup, sloppy joes, pesto, and
moist banana bread) will make this book a kitchen classic. And recipes for lightweight, filling trail
snacks mean that the book will travel, too.Additional chapters explain to how make herb
seasonings, granolas, celery powder, cosmetics, dried fruit sugars, potpourri -- and even pet
treats!Food drying is an excellent way for gardeners to preserve their produce. It is a great way
to make healthful snacks for the kids. It's perfect for the new wave of thrifty consumers who can't



bear to spend dollars at health food stores for treats they cold make for pennies themselves. And
food drying doesn't use chemicals or preservatives—so it's great for you and for the planet, too!
About the AuthorMary Bell has spent more than twenty years traveling around the country
demonstrating food dehydrators and food drying techniques. When not on the road, she divides
her time between Madison, Wisconsin, and Lanesboro, Minnesota, where she and her husband
work at the Forest Resource Center, an environmental education facility. She is a graduate of the
University of Wisconsin and holds a master's degree from Saint Mary's College.An editor at
Gourmet Magazine for over 10 years, Evie Righter wrote the text to Gourmet's Menus for
Contemporary Living. She has worked on books by many of the greatest talents in the world of
food, including Alice Waters, Ann Willan, Michél Guéard, and Wolfgang Puck.Excerpt. ©
Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Mary Bell's Comp Dehydrator CookbookBy Mary
BellHarperCollins Publishers, Inc.Copyright © 2006 Mary BellAll right reserved.Chapter OneA
Brief History of Food DryingFood dehydration is the world's oldest method of food preservation.
Think for a moment: Before refrigerators and freezers how did people preserve food? For the
most part, they dried it. Today we are living in a time of canned this, frozen that, irradiated
something else. Canning, which is another way to preserve and store food, is only about two
hundred years old. Both the canning and freezing of food rose to popularity during the early
1900s, when electricity became more and more available to people, no matter where they lived.
However, ignored until recently was the age-old process of drying food as a method of storing
it.Centuries past, people in the Near East preserved fruit by wrapping it in dried palm leaves and
burying it in hot sand to dry. Only a century or so ago, people in the Arctic created caches of
surplus "freeze dried" walrus meat by piling stones on top of their treasure to keep predators
from devouring it. Native Americans in northern parts of the United States used smoke (dry
circulating air) from a fire to dry meat, herbs, vegetables, or fish. Indians in Peru dried potatoes
(and do to this day) by first freezing them overnight outdoors, then trampling them the next day
while the potatoes thawed, thus squeezing out the water remaining in them. Then, they air-dried
the potatoes until crisp enough to store. Almost everywhere in the world, people have utilized
some food-drying method in order to save food from one season to the next, be it hay or corn or
seal meat or apples.Why did people dry food? Quite simply, because fresh food was not always
available. Without dried foods, a nomadic lifestyle would have been impossible. The sun and
wind, or the smoke from a fire, provided the means to remove water from grains, meat, fruits,
and herbs; thus were they preserved from one season to the next. However, success in drying
food depended upon choosing the right days on which to dry it, luck, and more than a little
ingenuity. The elements were unpredictable. Food that was left to dry in open fields, for example,
could be gone in a flash: It could rain, insects might infest it, wild animals and birds might help
themselves.Over time, people in different cultures perfected drying wild and cultivated foods.
The Greeks and Romans dried peas and grapes successfully. The Persians learned how to
preserve dates, and apricots, and melons. The Chinese and Japanese, clever at the art of food
preservation, cured fish and sea vegetables. Mongolian explorers, en route to Europe, packed



bundles of dried milk products to sustain them on their long journey. In our own country, early
settlers, observing the practice of sun-drying food by Native Americans in the northern regions,
learned to dry many varieties of corn, squash, and herbs, plus buffalo meat and venison as they
pioneered west.In the United States, during the nineteenth century, many housewives preserved
fruits in sugar, vegetables and nuts in salt, fruits and vegetables in brine. Dried food was a
traditional alternative to fresh food, but before the age of glass canning jars and self-sealing zinc
jar lids, which were not patented until 1858, food was likely to be stored in stone or earthenware
crocks, tin cans, and glass containers. Sealing wax, beeswax, corks, and even putty were
sometimes used to seal the lids.Throughout history, dried meats and fish have provided
lifesustaining protein for people around the world. Our ancestors dried meats and kept them year
after year, without benefit of refrigeration. Meats and fish, in fact, were the foods most commonly
dried. The irony of this is that fish is one of the most difficult types of food to dry because of the
potential for bacterial growth in the raw product. Historically, meat, like fish, was pretreated in a
dry salt cure or a brine solution, the salt serving to draw water out of the food. Lastly, meats and
fish were also smoked.Many foods today would not be part of the world's cuisines were it not for
people having figured out how to dry and thus preserve them. How different Chinese, Japanese,
Thai, and other Asian cuisines would be without dried fish, shellfish, or sea vegetables, including
seaweed. Over centuries of experimenting, Asian peoples found that many foods when dried
had intriguing flavors and textures that they did not have when eaten fresh. For instance, the
Chinese enjoy fresh sea scallops in cooking, but even their delicacy cannot be compared to the
exquisite taste of a dried scallop. Flowers, too, like lily buds, are eaten fresh in the Orient but
more commonly are dried, as are fungi, such as tree ears. Some items, such as shark's fin and
sea slug, are more prized (and more expensive) in dried form than fresh.The Chinese lay claim
to being the first to cure pork products -- ham, bacon, and sausage -- calling ham huo-fu, or fire-
dried meat. Actually, the word refers to any meat that is cured by having first been soaked in a
soy sauce marinade, then dried over a slow fire. The Chinese treated bacon in the same way. To
this day, strips of cured pork belly, dark golden in color, hang in Chinese meat markets.Modern
TimesThe twentieth century has transformed food drying into a science -- food dehydration --
and its success no longer rests upon luck or happenstance. Today, advanced technology can
provide constant, thermostatically controlled heat and a consistent air flow to dry an
extraordinary range of foodstuffs.In 1943, in the United States, there were more than 139
vegetable-drying plants in operation, producing more than 115 million pounds of dried food per
year. In 1944, during the war, more than 375 million pounds of dried potatoes and 76 million
pounds of dried vegetables were produced. In 1970, there were 18 fruitdrying plants alone for
raisins, 307 plants for prunes, and 11 for apples. . . .Continues...Excerpted from Mary Bell's
Comp Dehydrator Cookbookby Mary Bell Copyright © 2006 by Mary Bell. Excerpted by
permission.All rights reserved. No part of this excerpt may be reproduced or reprinted without
permission in writing from the publisher.Excerpts are provided by Dial-A-Book Inc. solely for the
personal use of visitors to this web site.Read more
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DedicationThis book is dedicated to my parents,Helen T. Bell and Harold C. Bell,who have just
celebrated their sixty-fifthwedding anniversary. Over the years I havelearned from them the art of
living wellandhow to have a memorable meal arounda simple
table.ContentsDedicationIntroductionPART ONE: Food DehydrationCHAPTER 1 A Brief History
of Food DryingCHAPTER 2 Food Dehydrators: What They Are and How They WorkCHAPTER 3
Basic Facts About Food DehydrationCHAPTER 4 Preparing Fruits and Vegetables for
DryingCHAPTER 5 Fruits and Vegetables: What You Need to Know Before Drying
ThemCHAPTER 6 Drying Meats and FishCHAPTER 7 Drying HerbsCHAPTER 8 Making Food
LeathersCHAPTER 9 Trail Food: Backpackers Take NotePART TWO: The RecipesCHAPTER 10
Cooking with Dehydrated FoodsCHAPTER 11 Soups and StartersCHAPTER 12 Main
CoursesCHAPTER 13 Salads, Side Dishes, and SaucesCHAPTER 14 Cakes, Pies, and
PuddingsCHAPTER 15 Quick Breads, Cookies, and SnacksCHAPTER 16 Beverages and
SyrupsCHAPTER 17 Beauty and the BeastSearchable TermsAcknowledgmentsAbout the
AuthorCopyrightAbout the PublisherIntroductionOne evening, just as I was completing the
manuscript of this book, my mother telephoned. “Be sure,” she said, “to tell your readers that
food drying is really nothing new. People have been drying peas, beans, and grains for centuries.
And don’t forget to remind them that we routinely buy dried foods like noodles, and tea, and
soups at the grocery.”My mother is right, of course. Drying food at home is not new—it is just
new to the generations of people who have grown up since the food-processing industry
became so large and efficient. We may be sophisticated and knowledgeable about electronic
scanning and bar codes and high-tech appliances, and we may even be aware of the
importance of good food for good health, but we’ve forgotten, if we ever even knew, what our
ancestors knew about drying food. That means until recently we had forgotten how wonderful a
home-prepared sun-dried tomato or piece of beef jerky or candied apricot can taste. There are
whole new—or should I say old?—worlds to explore when it comes to food drying. This book will
be your guide.When I first became really aware of food drying, more than twenty years ago, I
was overjoyed. It would solve the problem of surplus vegetables and fruits from my garden. It
would be a welcome alternative to the tediousness, at least for me, of canning and the worry of
it, too. And it would be less expensive than preserving foods by freezing them. For all those
reasons, food drying satisfied my interest in good nutrition for good health.Over the years I grew
to know the benefits and possibilities of food dehydration from many points of view. As a mother
and homemaker, I liked being able to provide my family and friends with nutritious, healthful
foods, including desserts and even snacks. As a gardener, I was able to put up my organically
grown harvest in a fraction of the time it took my friends who canned or froze their bounty. As an
outdoor enthusiast, I really appreciated the value of lightweight dried foods that were high in
energy—and many of them high in protein, too—and that were much less expensive to make
than to buy from outfitters. Using my own home-dried foods meant that I could avoid the many



chemical additives and residues commonly found in processed food. And, last but not least, I felt
I was doing my part for world hunger and sponsoring an environmental ethic in trying to live the
adage: Waste not, want not.My evolution as a dried-food advocate started simply. At first, I tried
to dry food in the oven, which sometimes worked and sometimes did not. The food generally
turned dark in color, something I could not control. So I tried something else: the old-fashioned
method of sun-drying food. My first outdoor solar food-dehydrating contraption—and that may
be an understatement!—consisted of two window screens tied together with a piece of rope. I
placed the pieces of food in it and hung the screens from the branch of a tree to dry in the sun.
Little did I realize then that the humidity in Wisconsin, where I live, on any given day in summer
hovers somewhere around 90 percent plus! Needless to say, my vegetables did not dry: They
grew a magnificent coat of mold! My attempt led me to an important discovery, though—hot, dry
circulating air, as opposed to wet still air, would dry food. Granted, I had not successfully dried
any food outdoors, but I had succeeded in grasping a basic principle of food dehydration.After I
had made a few more tries at drying herbs and vegetables outdoors, a friend, who had observed
my interest in this process, gave me an electric food dehydrator that had been made in
Switzerland. It was a very simple machine: a metal bowl with a popcorn popper-style heating
element in the bottom; on top of it you stacked trays made of wire mesh screened material. From
the moment I put that dehydrator on my kitchen counter, I could not stay away from it. Everything
I dried in it became more and more fascinating. I realize that not everyone is turned on by
beautiful dried tomatoes, which you can eat as chips, but to me it was really thrilling. Buoyed by
the friendship of a struggling yet adventurous graphic artist, who actually liked to eat the dried
tomatoes I was drying, I realized I was hooked!Several months after being given my first electric
dehydrator, I went on a ten-day canoe trip in the splendid Boundary Waters between the United
States and Canada. Half of the food I carried was commercially dried; the other half I had dried
myself. The food that I had prepared tasted more like what it was and more wholesome than the
food I had bought at the outfitters store.In those days there was very little information available
about how to dry and use dried foods, so when I got back home I wrote down how I had
prepared what I had taken with me. This led to my first book, Dehydration Made Simple. The
success of that book gave me the courage and conviction to prepare a second edition, which
was published in 1981. This book evolved as a consequence of what I had learned from many
conversations with food scientists and researchers and food-drying enthusiasts. Since 1981 I
have made a lot of new discoveries.I have come to the realization that there is a connection
between food drying, the wasting of food, and world hunger. In 1981, I traveled as a volunteer to
Central America with the Wisconsin/Nicaragua Partners of the Americas and taught classes on
appropriate food technology, which in this context meant food drying. My experience in
Nicaragua was fascinating, and I believe I learned more than I taught. I will never forget the man
who stood up one day in the back of a classroom in the jungle village of Pearl Lagoon and said,
“Mary Bell, thank you for coming all this way. I never knew I could dry my tomatoes and onions. I
thought all I could dry was corn and shrimp.”I suddenly understood that what I was sharing with



my classes was much more important than information: It was permission, permission for others
to try something new. “Yes, not only can you dry your tomatoes and onions, but you can dry
bananas and mangoes, too!”I returned to the United States from Nicaragua knowing two things:
that I wanted to do more to promote home food drying and that I would start with my own culture
first. I began traveling around the country, promoting the concept and selling food dehydrators at
state fairs and home shows. I learned how to load and unload portable display booths; endure
long-distance drives and then set up displays, hook up lights and microphones. I packed more
dehydrators into small places than you could believe possible and talked for hours on end about
how they work and what they produce. Believing in the importance of dried food was what kept
me going. It still does.Over the years, I have been asked many questions by people interested in
food drying and I have done my best to answer them. Along the way I have learned new,
improved ways of drying foods from folks as curious about the challenge as I am. All these
discoveries have led me to write this book.I am convinced that drying food is a great way for
people to get back in touch with the earth and connect with their own food supply. In Thomas
Moore’s book, Care of the Soul, he speaks of embracing the ordinary. Drying food is one form of
embracing the ordinary.Writing a book like this one is somewhat like building a house. You have
to make decisions about every little thing—and every big one, too. When a house is finished, you
must live within its walls. You can remodel, change the decor, or make adjustments. I hope that
this book and my experiences, or at least some of them, will compel you to look at food in a new
way, to experiment with drying it, and to make both the practical and philosophical aspects of
food drying, an ancient tradition worldwide, a way of life for you. As a simple food dehydrator
changed my life one day in 1971, I hope the ideas in this book will affect yours.I believe that you
only need to learn 14 key techniques to master the art of food dehydration. I have placed these
techniques throughout the book, each one in an appropriate chapter, so that you can learn them
in context.For quick reference, all the techniques are listed in the Index.Part OneFOOD
DEHYDRATIONChapter 1A Brief Historyof Food DryingFood dehydration is the world’s oldest
method of food preservation. Think for a moment: Before refrigerators and freezers how did
people preserve food? For the most part, they dried it. Today we are living in a time of canned
this, frozen that, irradiated something else. Canning, which is another way to preserve and store
food, is only about two hundred years old. Both the canning and freezing of food rose to
popularity during the early 1900s, when electricity became more and more available to people,
no matter where they lived. However, ignored until recently was the age-old process of drying
food as a method of storing it.Centuries past, people in the Near East preserved fruit by
wrapping it in dried palm leaves and burying it in hot sand to dry. Only a century or so ago,
people in the Arctic created caches of surplus “freeze dried” walrus meat by piling stones on top
of their treasure to keep predators from devouring it. Native Americans in northern parts of the
United States used smoke (dry circulating air) from a fire to dry meat, herbs, vegetables, or fish.
Indians in Peru dried potatoes (and do to this day) by first freezing them overnight outdoors, then
trampling them the next day while the potatoes thawed, thus squeezing out the water remaining



in them. Then, they air-dried the potatoes until crisp enough to store. Almost everywhere in the
world, people have utilized some food-drying method in order to save food from one season to
the next, be it hay or corn or seal meat or apples.Why did people dry food? Quite simply,
because fresh food was not always available. Without dried foods, a nomadic lifestyle would
have been impossible. The sun and wind, or the smoke from a fire, provided the means to
remove water from grains, meat, fruits, and herbs; thus were they preserved from one season to
the next. However, success in drying food depended upon choosing the right days on which to
dry it, luck, and more than a little ingenuity. The elements were unpredictable. Food that was left
to dry in open fields, for example, could be gone in a flash: It could rain, insects might infest it,
wild animals and birds might help themselves.Over time, people in different cultures perfected
drying wild and cultivated foods. The Greeks and Romans dried peas and grapes successfully.
The Persians learned how to preserve dates, and apricots, and melons. The Chinese and
Japanese, clever at the art of food preservation, cured fish and sea vegetables. Mongolian
explorers, en route to Europe, packed bundles of dried milk products to sustain them on their
long journey. In our own country, early settlers, observing the practice of sun-drying food by
Native Americans in the northern regions, learned to dry many varieties of corn, squash, and
herbs, plus buffalo meat and venison as they pioneered west.In the United States, during the
nineteenth century, many housewives preserved fruits in sugar, vegetables and nuts in salt,
fruits and vegetables in brine. Dried food was a traditional alternative to fresh food, but before
the age of glass canning jars and self-sealing zinc jar lids, which were not patented until 1858,
food was likely to be stored in stone or earthenware crocks, tin cans, and glass containers.
Sealing wax, beeswax, corks, and even putty were sometimes used to seal the lids.Throughout
history, dried meats and fish have provided life-sustaining protein for people around the world.
Our ancestors dried meats and kept them year after year, without benefit of refrigeration. Meats
and fish, in fact, were the foods most commonly dried. The irony of this is that fish is one of the
most difficult types of food to dry because of the potential for bacterial growth in the raw product.
Historically, meat, like fish, was pre-treated in a dry salt cure or a brine solution, the salt serving
to draw water out of the food. Lastly, meats and fish were also smoked.Many foods today would
not be part of the world’s cuisines were it not for people having figured out how to dry and thus
preserve them. How different Chinese, Japanese, Thai, and other Asian cuisines would be
without dried fish, shellfish, or sea vegetables, including seaweed. Over centuries of
experimenting, Asian peoples found that many foods when dried had intriguing flavors and
textures that they did not have when eaten fresh. For instance, the Chinese enjoy fresh sea
scallops in cooking, but even their delicacy cannot be compared to the exquisite taste of a dried
scallop. Flowers, too, like lily buds, are eaten fresh in the Orient but more commonly are dried,
as are fungi, such as tree ears. Some items, such as shark’s fin and sea slug, are more prized
(and more expensive) in dried form than fresh.The Chinese lay claim to being the first to cure
pork products—ham, bacon, and sausage—calling ham huo-fu, or fire-dried meat. Actually, the
word refers to any meat that is cured by having first been soaked in a soy sauce marinade, then



dried over a slow fire. The Chinese treated bacon in the same way. To this day, strips of cured
pork belly, dark golden in color, hang in Chinese meat markets.MODERN TIMESThe twentieth
century has transformed food drying into a science—food dehydration—and its success no
longer rests upon luck or happenstance. Today, advanced technology can provide constant,
thermostatically controlled heat and a consistent air flow to dry an extraordinary range of
foodstuffs.In 1943, in the United States, there were more than 139 vegetable-drying plants in
operation, producing more than 115 million pounds of dried food per year. In 1944, during the
war, more than 375 million pounds of dried potatoes and 76 million pounds of dried vegetables
were produced. In 1970, there were 18 fruit-drying plants alone for raisins, 307 plants for prunes,
and 11 for apples. In the 1980s, we witnessed the phenomenal popularity of fruit roll-ups, and in
the 1990s, we watch dancing, singing raisins as an advertisement on television. We’ve come a
long way in subconsciously, if not consciously, accepting dried foods into our diets.Today,
potatoes and powdered milk are the most popular dried foods, followed by onions, garlic, chili
peppers, carrots, bell peppers, and tomatoes. One quarter of the grape crop is dried for raisins.
The average person uses approximately twenty pounds of dried food per year, or about 1
percent of his or her total food consumption. This figure is based on a variety of food items, such
as herbs, pasta, baked goods, fruits, milk, vegetables, coffee, and so on.Along with the growth
of commercial food-drying companies, there has been a resurgence of interest in drying foods at
home. The counterculture movement of the 1960s and 1970s brought an awareness of food
drying into the mainstream of society. In addition, outdoor enthusiasts quickly learned the
advantages of carrying nutritious, lightweight foods along on their journeys. How better to ensure
its healthfulness than to dry the food yourself? During the 1970s and 1980s, the United States
military turned from canned C-rations to all-dried-food rations, MRE—Meals Ready to Eat.
Several large baby food companies also developed complete lines of dehydrated baby foods.
NASA, too, has experimented with dehydrating food in order to provide compact, healthful
staples for our astronauts to take into outer space.Food drying has been propelled even further
into the consciousness of many people by the recent (at least in the last two years) appearance
on television of infomercials about food dehydrators and food dehydration. Half-hour programs,
in front of an audience, on the machines and their functions appear frequently in certain areas of
the country. These infomercials have had a powerful impact and have definitely increased
awareness about food drying in general. Many’s the time at a state fair or home show that I have
been asked a specific question by someone whose interest in food drying was either initially
piqued or rendered deeper as a result of having seen an infomercial on this subject.FOOD
DRYING: OTHIR OPTIONSIn addition to the most obvious and traditional ways of drying food
and herbs and flowers—in the sun or by drying in the open air or in your stove oven over a
protracted period of time—modern technology provides a handful of other opportunities. Here I
am not addressing drying food in a food dehydrator, but in other small electrical appliances.
These include the convection oven, in which foods can be successfully dried due to the ability
the user has to control both temperature and air flow. In some convection ovens, the fan speed



can be varied, a decided advantage. Should you attempt to use your convection oven for food
drying, be sure to check with the manufacturer to ensure that it is recommended and to find out
if specific directions are available.Similarly, herbs and flowers can be dried in certain microwave
ovens, but here, too, I urge you to check with the oven manufacturer to make sure that the brand
of microwave you are working with can be used for this purpose. Within this text I have not
mentioned drying food in a microwave: My attempts at doing this, as well as trying to make
leathers in a microwave, have proven woefully unsuccessful. The end products have been more
overcooked than dehydrated in appearance, texture, and flavor.A discussion of the options
available to dry food would be incomplete without mention of freeze drying, although for me and
for all practical purposes, a freeze drier is not a real alternative for most people interested in
home food drying. To begin with, the driers themselves are extremely expensive, and the
process takes days to complete. What basically happens in freeze drying is that food is frozen
very quickly. The pressure in the freeze drier is substantially lowered, which creates a vacuum,
which in turn causes the ice crystals to change to water vapor without passing through the liquid
stage. The ice crystals condense and collect in a chamber separate from the food. The moisture
content of the dried product is usually 2 percent or lower. What is exceptional about freeze
drying is that it leaves the finished product with basically the same cell structure it had when
fresh. Therefore, the size of the food is the same as when fresh, but it weighs a fraction of what it
did originally. As mentioned, though, for most people freeze drying food is not a realistic
option.Clearly, when it comes to food drying, there are quite a few alternatives. For me, the most
viable way—and by that I mean successful, fun, interesting, and challenging—is to use an
electric food dehydrator, something I have been experimenting with now for over twenty
years.Which brings me to yet another point, one on which I would like to close this chapter. Over
the years that I have been selling food dehydrators at home shows and state fairs, I have
observed an interesting fact: The buying of food dehydrators is done pretty much equally by
women and men. Just as in ancient times, food was gathered by men and women, so too in the
late twentieth century, food is dried in the home by both men and women. The more things
change, the more they remain the same. Food drying, whether it is done by natural elements or
by machine, by man or by woman, has stood the test of time. The chapters that follow will
explain some of the reasons why.Chapter 2Food Dehydrators:What They Are andHow They
WorkThe more you know about food dehydrators in general, the more informed you will be when
you buy one. Food dehydrators are basically simple machines: They create an environment in
which water is removed from food. The machines vary in design, size, price, and effectiveness
and, as a consequence of any or all of these factors, they can turn out very different qualities of
dried-food products.Over the years, home food dehydrators have become more sophisticated
and the quality of the foods dried in them has improved. Updated features on the machines
encourage the food-drying enthusiast to experiment with different varieties of foods because the
results can be so gratifying. For example, years ago I experimented with drying carrots and
orange juice together in an attempt to make a special breakfast leather to take on a camping trip.



Unbeknownst to me, I had added too much sugar, I had not oiled the solid leather sheets, the
dehydrator I was using had neither temperature control nor adequate air flow, and what I ended
up with was dark-colored, sticky, sticky goo! Recently, I tried again, using a different dehydrator: I
combined homemade fresh carrot juice with thawed orange juice concentrate, poured the
mixture on lightly oiled solid leather sheets, and dried the puree at 135°F. Some hours later I had
just the product I wanted. The leather was a little sticky, but it tasted great and had a good color;
it peeled right off the drying surface, made a great snack, and when I rehydrated it into a
breakfast drink, it put some commercially dried orange juice products to shame. Because the
dehydrator I use works well, my ongoing experiments at food drying are very rewarding.In selling
dehydrators at home shows and state and county fairs, I have discovered that when people buy
their first machine, a lot of the time what they are really buying is the concept. They like the idea
of home food drying, they want a dehydrator, and their only question is “How much does it cost?”
I can understand that cost is an important consideration—people can only afford to spend so
much—but it is not necessarily the best place to start. Interestingly, I now sell more dehydrators
to people who are buying their second or third one because they bought their first machine
thinking of price alone.Dehydrators can be purchased for as little as $30 to $40, with more
sophisticated ones costing from $100 to $300. Instead of concentrating on the price, I
encourage prospective buyers to ask, “How does it work?” When you understand how
something works, you are more apt to use it, making however much money you spent on it well
worth it.With a food dehydrator, you need adequate heat and air flow, so it is very important that
you find out before buying the unit how the air is heated and how the dry air is circulated (if it is),
and whether or not you have any control over these facets of the machine. There are a lot of
inexpensive food dehydrators on the market. Some of them do not have a fan, and because of
their vertical air flow pattern, it is difficult to dry fruit purees into leathers. Other machines do not
have a temperature control. Of course, you can manually rotate the trays, thus moving the food
on the bottom to the top of the machine, making the food-drying process more even throughout
and producing a product that dries faster and has a better color. Assuming that you are going to
like dehydrated foods, one of those rudimentary models may not be up to the tasks you have in
mind for it. (And you may become weary of having to move trays about all the time.) Also, as with
many lower-end models of small electrical appliances, there is a certain built-in obsolescence.
My experience, and it is over a twenty-year period now, says buy better for more satisfying and
versatile results.ELECTRIC FOOD DEHYDRATORSElectric food dehydrators eliminate much of
the guesswork in food drying and provide you with options of being able to dry food anytime, day
or night, whatever the weather. As mentioned above, if the food dehydrator you have does not
have a fan, you may not be able to dry foods overnight or while you are out of the house, due to
the need to rotate the trays.The major components of an electric food dehydrator include:• a
source of heat• air flow to circulate the dry air• trays to hold the food during the drying process•
accessory mesh and solid leather sheets to ensure the successful drying of certain types of
foodsA Source of HeatA food dehydrator heats air and it is the hot, dry air that absorbs the water



from the food placed in the dehydrator. Over the years, various devices have been used to heat
the air: electric light bulbs, coils, nycromium wire, as examples. In the most rudimentary form, a
food dehydrator that does not have either a fan or any means of controlling temperature relies on
the age-old principle of hot air rising, thereby drying the food contained in the drying chamber.As
the design of electric food dehydrators has become more sophisticated, control features for both
temperature and air circulation have been introduced. One type of temperature control has a
thermostat with mechanical contact points, which shuts off the electricity (and the heat) when
they expand. When the machine cools down and the contact points “contact” again, the heating
unit automatically switches back on. This on-and-off-again feature attempts to maintain a
consistent temperature in the machine. The problem is that the contact points can wear down
over time. As to the accuracy of the temperature with this type of thermostat, there is roughly a
ten-degree variance, which means if you set your dial at 135°F, the temperature in the unit may
vary from 130°F to 140°F.An even more sophisticated design of food dehydrator includes solid-
state circuitry, which means more reliable temperature control and no moving parts to break.
With solid-state circuitry, you can expect the temperatures to be accurate within two or three
degrees of the desired setting.Some new models feature digital thermostats along with electric
timers. Lastly, some food dehydrators on the market today have temperatures, preset at the
factory, between 130°F and 140°F. Even though these temperatures are preset, actual
temperature in the unit can vary as much as ten degrees, meaning that if it is preset to 135°, it
can range between 130°F and 140°F.As to the wattage of electrical food dehydrators, and this
again depends upon the brand and type of unit, it can range from 115 to 1,000 watts. Of course,
the higher the wattage, the faster the potential for drying food, which, naturally, impacts on the
drying time.A Source of Air FlowIn design, electric food dehydrators can be round, square, or
rectangular in shape. Two styles predominate—the cabinet and the stackable unit.The cabinet-
style unit resembles a microwave oven, with a door and sliding, removable drying trays. The
heating element is in the back or on the side, and a fan blows the heated, dry air through the
drying chamber. In this type of unit, the number of drying trays can range from four to twelve.
However, you can dry food on only one tray, if desired.The stackable style of dehydrator, most of
them round in shape, have a heat source at the base of the unit. Many, but not all, stackable
units have fans at the base of the unit. With many of these units the number of trays that can be
stacked on top can be increased or decreased depending upon the amount of food to be dried.
Some dehydrators can utilize as many as thirty-five drying trays. Some stackable designs also
have a cover or a lid.Food dehydrators without fans are known as “passive” units and work on
the principle of hot air rising. Air is heated at the base of the unit, then rises, absorbing the
moisture in the food on the drying trays it passes through. However, by the time it reaches the
top drying tray, the air may already be heavy with moisture and unable to absorb as much water
from the top tray of food as it did from the bottom one. As noted earlier, for best results, you will
most likely want to rotate the drying trays in a passive unit to compensate for a lack of control
over air flow. Given that the best time to dry food is at night (or while you are out at work), this



means you then have to set your alarm clock, get out of bed, make your way down the stairs in
the middle of the night, turn on the kitchen light, rotate the trays, and then make your way back to
bed and to the dream you were having before the alarm jarred you from your slumber! To my
mind, this is baby-sitting a food dehydrator, and for obvious reasons most people do not want to
use a machine that requires that amount of attention. And they don’t.A food dehydrator with a fan
is called a “nonpassive” unit. Some dehydrators give you control of the fan and therefore of the
amount of air flowing through the drying chamber. The more dry air that is created, the faster the
drying process. And the higher the wattage of your machine, the faster the drying process. Many
food-drying enthusiasts have told me that they value a fan-control feature enormously because
they are not enslaved to their machines. In fact, a man in Fresno, California (the raisin capital of
the world), told me that he likes to dry his grapes at 130°F, with minimal air circulation. In this
way, he says, he is replicating the slow process of sun-drying, which, he also noted, increases
the sugar content of the raisins by 30 percent.Air flow patterns vary with different dehydrators.
The pattern of how the air is distributed in the unit is very important. The more sophisticated
electric food dehydrators give you control over the temperature and the speed of the fan.
Needless to say, with that amount of control over the food you are drying, the results can be
excellent. Units with both of these features are among the more expensive you can buy.One final
point about fans and air flow in some electric food dehydrators is that a fan can make a pulsating
sound: This is normal.Drying TraysAs already mentioned, the sizes of food dehydrators vary, as
do the designs. As a consequence, the drying trays that fit in them vary in size and shape and
number as well. All drying trays—no matter the shape or size—have holes in them to allow the
air to pass through. Some dehydrators allow you to add on trays to adjust for the amount of food
you have to dry. This can be a real advantage when you find yourself with a lot of extra food to
dry in a short period of time.Two important facts you will want to know about drying trays in
general is how to clean them: One, do they fit in the dishwasher (some do not); and two, if they
do fit in the dishwasher, are they dishwasher safe? This may sound insignificant now, but when
you are staring at a stack of thirty-five used drying trays, you will want to know how best to wash
them! After they are washed, I simply put them back in the food dehydrator and turn on the unit.
The trays, as might be expected, dry beautifully and you have the added benefit of having
already stored them.Accessory SheetsTwo types of sheets—mesh and solid leather—will
enable you to dry many food items that simply cannot be dried directly on the drying trays.Mesh
sheets are plastic sheets with small holes in them that are placed directly on top of the drying
trays. The purpose of a mesh sheet is (1) to keep food that contains considerable sugar—
bananas, tomatoes, and watermelon—from sticking to the drying trays; (2) to prevent small
pieces of food—celery, corn, and herbs—from falling through the drying trays; (3) to hold the
juice from a food, through a type of capillary action, next to the food that is being dried; (4) to
help prevent moisture from the food on one drying tray from dripping onto lower trays in the
drying chamber.Solid leather sheets actually are liners placed in the drying trays and are used
for foods—fruit and vegetable purees, spaghetti sauce, yogurt, and other items that are very



high in liquid content—which cannot be dehydrated directly on the drying trays or mesh sheets
because they would drip through. Solid leather sheets go by different names and, depending
upon the make of dehydrator, may be made of different materials. If your unit does not come with
solid leather sheets, check with other dehydrator manufacturers to see if you can adapt their
sheets to your machine. An alternative is to stretch plastic wrap over the drying trays and up over
the edges to act as a liner. It is helpful to remember that when using solid leather sheets, and
mesh sheets as well, that by lightly oiling them you can prevent foods from sticking to
them.Mesh and solid leather sheets are often used together to dry foods that contain a great
deal of fat—ground beef, bacon, salmon, commercially prepared luncheon meats, to name a
few. In certain instances, you may have to use both types of sheets and also remove the food to
blot up any fat that comes to the surface as the food dries. You may also insert both types of
sheets (leather on the bottom and mesh on top) when drying foods that shrink to very small
pieces, such as rice or dried garlic.To clean mesh or solid leather sheets, rub them with warm,
soapy water, let sit for a few minutes, and rinse them well. Rub really sticky places gently with a
scrub brush. Solid leather sheets can become stained—from food coloring—and in those
instances, I keep those sheets aside and use them exclusively for the food that has originally
stained them, such as certain brands of commercial spaghetti sauce or tomato paste.Now that
you have a basic understanding of what a food dehydrator looks like and how it works, here is a
list of questions you should be able to answer before you purchase a unit. Over the years I have
repeatedly been asked these by prospective customers, and it is fascinating to observe the
freedom that comes from knowing the answers. Find out:How does the machine work? What is
the heat source? Does the unit have a fan? Are there controls and are they easy to use? Does
the unit have solid-state circuitry or a mechanical thermostat? Has the make been tested and
approved by the Underwriters Laboratories?What is the square footage of the drying trays? How
much food can be dried at one time? Can more trays be added? How are additional trays and
accessory items purchased after the initial sale?Is the machine easy to load and unload? How
much does it weigh?What is the wattage of the unit? The range for electric food dehydrators is
from 115 to 1,000. What is the cost to use?What are the terms of the warranty? Is the machine
repairable, or can you fix it yourself? Is it designed for continuous, long-lasting use? If you have
to send it to a service center, what will it cost to repair? And how long will you be without your
dehydrator? (These questions may seem a little alarmist in nature, but I assure you that the
answers, even if you never need them, are important.)Can food purees be dried in the
dehydrator you are considering? Does it come with mesh sheets? Solid leather sheets? How
many of each? How and where can you buy more?Do you have to rotate the drying trays to get
air to circulate evenly over all the surfaces of the food for a good-quality product?What kind of
sound, and how much of it, does the unit make?Is the machine easy to clean? Is there any
special treatment for cleaning that you need to know about? Are drying trays dishwasher safe?
Are they durable? How often will you need to replace them, and where do you obtain them?
Does the machine you are considering have a built-in timer and automatic shutoff? These two



features may prove to be very helpful. Realize, however, that when you start using this type of
machine, you’ll need to refer to the instruction manual for directions on what size piece the food
you are intending to dry should be cut and how long it should be dried. Food can spoil if the
dryer shuts off automatically and you do not remove the food before it reabsorbs moisture from
the air.If the model is a cabinet type, is the door removable for cleaning purposes and
accessibility? Does it open, close, and seal easily? Can you see into the drying chamber? How
do the trays in this design slide in and out?Congratulations! With satisfactory answers to the
above questions, you are now the owner of a brand-new food dehydrator. I know that what I am
about to say may sound simpleminded, but I want you to be sure to take your new purchase out
of the box when you get home! I cannot tell you the number of times I have heard people tell me
that they never even took their dehydrator out of its original carton.Yes, take it out of the box, put
it on the kitchen counter, plug it in. Now, check out how it works. Using the directions, turn it on;
put your hand over (but not on) the heat source; check out the air flow. Examine the drying trays
and accessory sheets. Wash them.Be sure that you have put your dehydrator in a convenient
place in the kitchen, one that encourages use. You need easy access to it. Dehydrators that do
not make it into the kitchen and end up stored in the garage or basement are dehydrators that
are infrequently (if ever) used. If the unit sits in front of you on the kitchen counter, you are more
likely to think of slicing and drying the bananas that are overripening in the fruit bowl instead of
throwing them out. With your dehydrator handy and your using it an ongoing pleasure, see if you
don’t have energy-producing, nutritious, fat-free foods more and more often.A final tip before we
get down to how to use your food dehydrator now that you have it: Remember that after buying
any small or large appliance, it is a good idea to keep the warranty, sales slip, and any other
pertinent information regarding the purchase. Your receipt should also include an address for
repairs. Should your machine at some later date stop working—the two most common problems
are that it no longer heats or there is no air circulation—be sure to tell the repair service what
appears to be the malfunction. If you do not identify the problem, you will be surprised at how
long it can take to get service on it.Chapter 3Basic Facts AboutFood DehydrationThis book is
intended to be a user-friendly guide for people who are about to use a food dehydrator for the
first time, as well as a book for devotees of food drying who are ready for new adventures and
challenges. Food drying is part of our human heritage and, whether our grandmothers were
German, Sioux, Chinese, or Hispanic, we all share this heritage.This chapter will address some
of the “first things” about food drying, then move on to discuss some of the more technical
questions. Let’s begin with the most basic question of all:Q. What is food drying?A. Food drying,
also called food dehydration, is the process of removing water from food, thus inhibiting the
growth of microorganisms (enzymes) and bacteria by the circulation of hot, dry air through the
food. Removing water from food is the easiest, cheapest, and, in my opinion, the most
appropriate method of food preservation.Q. Will I have a lot to learn before I can start drying
food?A. No, food drying is not difficult. It means less work, not more. And the benefits are many.
Your dehydrator heats the air inside the unit; it dries and circulates the air so that it absorbs the



water in the food placed in the drying chamber. The temperature of the air is low enough to dry
the food, not cook it. It is as simple as that.Q. What are the benefits of food drying?A. Many. Here
are some:You will save money. Keep in mind that food drying is a one-time cost. Canned foods,
once opened, must be used promptly, but containers of dried foods can be repeatedly opened,
ingredients removed or added, and closed again with no deleterious effects on the contents.You
will be able to reap the rewards of your own garden and of both locally grown and regionally
grown produce, because you can keep up with abundant seasonal harvests. There is a
movement now away from the importation of foodstuffs, not so much because of safety
considerations but because of an increasing awareness of the importance of self-sufficiency
when it comes to one’s own food supply.You will be able to feed family and friends safer,
pesticide-and chemical-free foods because you control what you are drying.You can create a
food supply which, in a financial crisis or when a natural disaster strikes, can be like money in
the bank.You will be able to take advantage of supermarket specials and the savings they
offer.Food drying is a form of creative recycling. In drying your own foods, you are cutting down
on packaging; wait until you see how little storage space you will need. You can store 20 to 25
dried bell peppers in a 1-quart jar; 16 to 20 dried tomatoes in a 1-quart jar.What I like best about
incorporating dried foods into my diet is that it allows me to control the quality of the food I eat
whether I am at home or backpacking in the wilderness. Dried foods are tasty, nutritious,
lightweight, easy to prepare, easy to carry, and easy to use.Q. What does food that is dried look
like?A. Many foods are a little darker in color, more fragrant, and sweeter in taste. Do not expect
food dried at home to look or taste like commercially dried food. In my opinion, home-dried is
much better. Much industrial food drying uses additives and preservatives that the home food
dryer does not need to and—more important—want to add.Q. Does drying affect the nutritional
value of foods?A. Dehydration only minimally affects the nutritional value of foods, especially
when the process takes place in your own home. Most research on the nutritional value of dried
foods has been conducted on foods that are commercially dried. When you dry foods at home
under gentle conditions (correct temperature and a reasonable amount of drying time), you
produce a high-quality product. Compared with canning and freezing, both of which involve
extreme temperatures, food drying is the least damaging form of food preservation.Here are
some specifics:Vitamin A is retained during the drying process. Because vitamin A is light
sensitive, foods that contain it—like carrots, bell peppers, mangoes—should be stored in a dark
place.Some vitamin C is lost during the drying process because vitamin C is an air-soluble
nutrient and food drying is an air-based process. When a food is sliced and its cells are cut, the
surfaces that are exposed to air lose some vitamin C content.The caloric value of a fresh food
stays the same when it is dried, although some dried foods, fruits for example, taste sweeter
because the water has been removed and the sugar is concentrated.Dried fruits and vegetables
are high in fiber and carbohydrates, neither of which is affected by drying.Dried fruits and
vegetables are naturally low in fat. Minerals available in certain fresh fruits—such as potassium,
sodium, magnesium, and so on—are also not altered when the fruit is dried.Q. How safe to eat



is dried food?A. In comparison with foods preserved by other methods, like canning, it is quite
safe. Botulism is feared in canning because the bacteria that cause it thrive in a liquid
environment. Botulism could only occur with a dried food that had been re-hydrated, then left
unattended long enough for bacteria to grow.Mold may form on dried food if it was not
dehydrated long enough or if the container it was stored in had moisture in it. If you see or smell
mold, all the food in that container must be discarded. Remember that the organisms that cause
food spoilage—mold, yeast, bacteria—are always present in the air, water, and soil. It is
important to observe sanitary precautions at all stages of the drying process.As to the safety of
drying meats, the latest word from food-science researchers at the University of Wisconsin in
Madison is that microorganisms are effectively killed when the internal temperature of meat
reaches 145°F for 45 minutes; or 167°F for 20 minutes; or 200°F for 15 minutes. This means that
the internal temperature of the meat must remain steady for the designated amount of time,
which is not the same as putting meat in a 200°F oven for 15 minutes.If your food dehydrator
does not reach a temperature of 145°F or if its temperature control is inaccurate, then transfer
the food to a preheated 200°F oven for a minimum of 20 minutes to eliminate safety
concerns.You can also store dried food in the freezer, another form of ensuring its safety.A
SamplerHere is a sampling of food items (pictured on the book’s cover) that shows fresh versus
dried poundage. 1 think you will agree that the differences between the two are remarkable. For
more information on the water content of fruits and vegetables, see Chapter 5.Weight,
FreshWeight, Dried4 pounds (10) bell peppers= 4 ounces3½ pounds onions= 4 ounces2
pounds Golden Delicious apples, peeled and cored= 4 ounces (crisp)l¾ pounds (3) zucchini= 4
ounces1 pound strawberries= 2 ouncesOne 30-oz. bag frozen vegetables= 5 ouncesQ. What
equipment is needed?A. In addition to your dehydrator, of course, you will need:a good sharp
knifea spatula or twoseveral heavy-bottomed saucepansa blender for pureeing and choppinga
strainersteamer traysNice to have on hand and very helpful, but not mandatory are:a cherry
pitteran apple parer-slicer-corera corn kernel cuttera pea and bean shellera bean Frenchera
mortar and pestlea salad spinner (for predrying herbs and flowers and for washing greens)a
food processor with a shredding diska Salad Shooter for slicing potatoesBut what is really
necessary? A good sharp knife.Q. What foods can be dried?A. You can dry fruits, vegetables,
meats, fish, herbs, flowers, and much more, including frozen and canned foods. In fact, you can
dry almost anything that contains water—items you may never have considered, such as
tofu.Here are some other ideas that will keep your dehydrator in constant use:Use it to revive
limp potato chips or soggy popcorn.Dry leftover bread to make crumbs and croutons.Instead of
draping homemade noodles to dry all over the kitchen and dining room, dry them in your
dehydrator.Make your own bagel chips by seasoning thinly sliced bagels with garlic, onion
powder, or cinnamon sugar, then drying them until crisp in your dehydrator.Q. Is it necessary to
pretreat foods before drying them?A. Pretreatment is not necessary for successful drying, but it
can enhance the color, flavor, and texture of certain foods. Pretreatment options include dipping,
blanching, marinating, and sulfuring.Pretreatment affects the enzymes, a group of special



proteins that cause chemical reactions—ripening and eventual spoilage—and determine the
color, texture, flavor, and aroma of certain foods. The microorganisms that cause spoilage need
moisture to live and reproduce. Drying foods above 140°F halts enzyme activity.Foods also
contain simple yeasts, molds, and bacteria, all of which can cause deterioration. Again, reducing
the moisture content of food inhibits their growth. When dried, vegetables contain only about 3
percent moisture, and fruits, depending upon sugar content, up to 15 percent water.Q. What is
sulfuring?A. In the most simple definition, sulfuring helps to preserve the color of some dried
foods, like apricots. Fumes from burning sulfur or gaseous sulfur dioxide penetrate the surfaces
of foods before they are dried. I do not sulfur the foods I dry. I do not believe that it is necessary
when drying foods in an electric food dehydrator. Sulfuring is mainly used as a pretreatment
when foods are dried out-of-doors.Q. How long does it take to dry food?A. This is the question I
am asked most frequently and it is the hardest one to answer because many factors affect
drying time:• the water content in the food• the sugar content in the food• the size of the piece of
food• the amount of air circulation when the food is dried• the level of humidity in the air entering
the dehydrator• the air temperature inside the dehydrator• last and most important, the type of
dehydrator you are using will affect the time needed to dry food.Let’s examine each factor one by
one:Water ContentThe higher the water content of a specific food, the longer it will take to dry.
Generally, meat contains 60 to 70 percent water; fruit and vegetables, 80 to 95 percent.
Therefore, a ½-inch thick piece of meat will dry faster than a ½-inch thick piece of fruit or
vegetable.Different varieties of a food contain different amounts of water, depending upon the
growing season, the amount of rainfall, the type of soil, and numerous other environmental
factors. Apples, for example, vary in natural moisture content. It follows that a naturally drier fresh
apple will dehydrate faster than a naturally moister one.Sugar ContentThe more sugar a food
contains, the longer it will take to dry. For example, homemade, unsweetened yogurt will dry in
about six hours; commercial brands, which usually contain sweetener, can take as long as 24
hours to dry. Ripe bananas with brown spots on the peel will take longer to dry than green ones
will because they contain more sugar.Size and Surface AreaThe thicker the piece of food, the
longer it will take to dry; the thinner it is, the less time it will take. A ½-inch thick piece of food
takes longer to dry than a ¼-inch thick piece. Cutting food into pieces exposes surface area;
therefore, the more surface area is exposed, the faster the drying time will be. Here, again, there
will be mitigating factors: Is your dehydrator passive or nonpassive? You must understand the
features of the machine you are using.HumidityThe higher the humidity in the air entering the
dehydrator, the longer it will take to heat the air and, thus, the longer it will take to dry the food in
the unit. The lower the relative humidity, the greater the capacity of the unit to absorb moisture in
the food. If the air contains, say, 60 percent humidity rather than 90 percent, food will dry in less
time.Air Temperature Inside the DehydratorThe lower the air temperature inside the dehydrator,
the longer the drying time. Raising the temperature in the unit will increase the amount of water
removed from the food and decrease the length of time it will take to dry. The temperature should
be high enough to draw the moisture from the food but not high enough to cook it.Temperatures



that are too low may cause food to spoil; temperatures that are too high may cause the surface
area of the food to harden and prevent moisture from escaping. The three food categories—
meats and fish, fruits and vegetables, and herbs—require different drying temperatures:Meats
and Fish145°F and aboveFruits and Vegetables130°F to 140°FHerbs and Flowers100°F to
110°FThe wider the range of temperature and the amount of air flow inside your food dehydrator,
the better the quality of the finished dried product. For more information on differences in the
design of food dehydrators, see Chapter 2.Q. Will flavors mingle if I dry different foods at the
same time?A. I am often asked this question. In my experience, the answer is no, although I do
not recommend drying pears and onions at the same time! If you combine foods that are in the
same category—fruits with other fruits, vegetables with other vegetables—each retains its own
flavor.Q. How can you know when foods are dry?A. The best way of finding out if a food is dry is
to touch it. It will feel sticky, moist, leathery, or hard. When touching foods for dryness, remember
that they feel softer when they are warm. Therefore, always let the foods cool for a few moments
—either turn off the dehydrator or remove the drying tray. If you are not sure if an item is
sufficiently dry, it is better to overdry it somewhat than to underdry it. However, know that foods
that are overdried in some dehydrators may turn brown and become brittle.If you are concerned
about the safety of a dried food, you can freeze it. The freezer will keep frozen any water
remaining in the food, thus preventing spoilage. You can freeze dried foods at any stage of the
drying process. A woman I once met at a home show told me that she only half-dries her
mushrooms because she likes how quickly they rehydrate.The Touch Test for DrynessFruits are
dry when they are bendable and leathery, with no pockets of moisture. Of course, if you want a
crisp, crunchy chip, you will dry the food longer. Fruits that contain a lot of sugar, like pineapple,
do not need to be dried hard because their natural sugar acts as a preservative. (Dried fruits
have a water content of 10 to 15 percent.)Vegetables are dry when they are hard; they will rattle
in a jar when you shake it. (Vegetables have a water content of 3 to 8 percent.)Meats are dry
when leathery in texture.Fish are dry when leathery in texture.Herbs are dry when crisp and
crushable.Leathers are dry when they peel off the solid leather sheet easily, with no tackiness.
Most leathers are flexible when dry. Leathers that contain a lot of sugar may take longer to dry
and may be stickier even when dried.Tip: Foods, like pineapple or pears, that have been over-
dried and are hard to chew, can be left out to absorb moisture gradually from the air. Or place
them over boiling water or steam for a few moments.To crisp up a dried food, put it in the freezer
overnight. Dried tomatoes, for example, are much easier to break into pieces if they are frozen.Q.
How do you store dried foods?A. Moisture is the enemy of dried foods. Dried foods exposed to
the air absorb the moisture in the air and become limp. Always store dried foods in airtight
containers and label the contents. Store the containers in a dry, dark place with a moderate
temperature. Your kitchen cupboard is an ideal spot. After all, dried foods take up so much less
space than fresh or canned ones that it is easy to keep them in a handy place.Remember to
store any dried food containing vitamin A away from direct light.Here is how I store certain items:
I always keep some dried tomatoes in the refrigerator. When I want to make spaghetti sauce, I



retrieve the tomatoes from the fridge, take my dried herbs from the cupboard, and collect my
dried peppers and onions from the pantry. Economies of scale make all of this possible, and if
you have a small kitchen, you will appreciate the extra space gained simply by using dried
foods.When storing dried foods, contamination from insects may occur. The only insect I have
ever found to be a problem is the Indian meal moth, in both the worm and adult stages. A
University of Wisconsin food researcher told me that the food may have been contaminated with
the insect eggs already sealed in the jar. To destroy the insects, pasteurize the food right after it
has been dried. There are two ways to do this:Place the food in the freezer for 48 hours,
orPreheat your oven to 175°F, or the lowest possible setting, and heat the infested food on a
cookie sheet in the oven for 15 to 30 minutes. Let cool before before rewrapping.Q. How long
can dried foods be stored?A. Dried foods will last from one season to the next. Dry garden
tomatoes this year and replace them next year when fresh ones are again dropping from the
vines. When fresh tomatoes have gone, I immediately start using dried ones. (And if I run out of
dried tomatoes—what an awful thought!—I just promise myself to grow and dry more of them
next year.)For optimum quality, dried fruits and vegetables should be replaced annually. Herbs
and flowers, once dried, last a very long time. And although our ancestors may have kept dried
meats for long periods of time without benefit of refrigeration, I recommend storing dried meats
in the refrigerator or freezer after one month at room temperature. Remember, many jerkies, with
the exception of poultry jerkies, have not been cooked.I repeat, I think it is a good idea to use
dried foods within one year of drying them, just as you would canned and frozen foods. First of
all, you will enjoy their quality year round by using them at their peak and replacing them when
fresh foods are in season again. Second, and no less important, dried foods that have been
squirreled away for too long lose their taste and tend to darken in color. Follow the rule of first in/
first out and be sure to rotate the containers on the shelf so that you use the oldest dried foods
first.What to Use as Storage ContainersJars My first choice for storing dried foods is a wide-
mouthed canning jar. Any clean, dry glass container—an empty mayonnaise or peanut butter jar
—with a tight-fitting lid will do. They do not need to be sterilized but do need to be clean and dry.
Glass jars let you easily check the contents and the condition of the food. You can use the same
lids over and over again. Store the jars in a cool, dry, dark place away from high humidity.If you
are new to food drying, use smaller jars for storage, just in case some food pieces weren’t dried
long enough. It’s much less painful to discard a quart of dried food than a full gallon because
mold has developed.Plastic Bags Plastic bags take up less space and adapt themselves to
assorted shapes. They can be stored easily in the refrigerator, freezer, or elsewhere. Squeeze
out any excess air before sealing the bag. Fill bags that will be heat-sealed as full as possible. Of
course, plastic bags are ideal for storing foods to take backpacking or outdoor
adventuring.Paper, cloth, or lightweight grocery bags are unsatisfactory storage containers:
They simply aren’t secure enough. Store plastic bags in a critter-proof location; critters know that
chewing through the plastic can be very rewarding.Freezer Dried foods can be stored in the
freezer for a very long time. You need not have completely dried foods before storing in the



freezer.Vacuum Packing There are small appliances that will vacuum-pack—remove the air from
—the bag or jar in which you are storing dried foods. These appliances take storage one step
further.Q. Is it possible to dry food in a microwave oven?A. I have never attempted to dry food in
a microwave oven. A food dehydrator is always my first choice. I have, however, heard of people
who have dried herbs or flowers in a microwave. Before attempting either of those procedures, it
is important to check the warranty of the microwave oven you own to see if the manufacturer
recommends using it for these purposes. Some manufacturers do not and will not honor the
warranty agreement if their machine breaks down when it has been used for this purpose.

The Ultimate Dehydrator Cookbook: The Complete Guide to Drying Food, Plus 398 Recipes,
Including Making Jerky, Fruit Leather & Just-Add-Water Meals The Dehydrator Bible: Includes
over 400 Recipes Meals in a Jar: Quick and Easy, Just-Add-Water, Homemade Recipes

http://dl.neutronbyte.com/pdf-file/18oYWaTP/e/GERQ/KqPw/Vgmd/Mary-Bells-Complete-Dehydrator-Cookbook


Ebook Library Reader, “Dehydrating is not the same with out Mary Bells books!. Mary Bell has a
number of books out and all are wonderful!I have taken recipes out of each of them.Easy to
read, easy to follow and always a great surprise when the goods turn out like advertised!You
won't go wrong with her books!”

liberatelabanimals, “Worth buying. Author gives good tips for using the dehydrator. Problem?
Most people who buy a dehydrator do so for raw vegan purposes. These same people are on
the quest for better health. Unfortunately, the author has recipes here that are extremely
unhealthy, incl. use of meats, corn syrup, sugar, chocolate chips, butter, fish, shrimp, beef, etc.
I've never heard of a meat eater having a dehydrator. And raw foodists generally try to avoid corn
syrup, sugar, and the likes. But the funny thing is, she has some good tips, esp. for backpacking
and the likes. And since I'm going to Vietnam and Cambodia in 2 wks for a month, I'm going to
look through this book again for recipes I can dehydrate and take with me! Great tips and ideas,
some good recipes esp. for the backpacker and for travel, BUT us raw vegans are going to have
to figure out a substitute for some of the ingredients in many of these recipes! But I do like this
book and I do think it gives a lot of good information and ideas and is worth buying to keep in
your bookcase for future reference. I haven't looked at this book in years, and suddenly I am
reminded of how useful it is and I find myself excitedly looking forward to reading through it again
and preparing for my trip with her useful ideas/recipes!”

FM, “Best book on the process of Dehydration. This book was suggested to me when I became
interested in dehydration and it has been one of the best purchases I have made for this
topic.Mary Bell wrote this book as if she were having a conversation with the reader. The book
covers everything from the basics of dehydration to specific methods for fruits, vegetables and
meats. Recipes are included for how the dehydrated foods can be used. An added chapter is
included on dehydration and use of herbs and flowers.”

S. Sloan, “Yes, it's pretty good. Mary Bell seems to have written the definitive book on home
dehydration. The book is well-organized, practical and covers everything one might dry and then
some (cucumbers?) She includes good tips for keeping color and drying foods that don't want to
lay flat, for example. In short, it is a great introduction. There are some recipes using dried fruits
and vegetables that I haven't tried yet, but as a newbie, her recipes are helpful in figuring out
how to use your dried foods and how much liquid is needed to reconstitute various kinds of fruits
and vegetables. The only thing I would like to have included is more comprehensive
troubleshooting tips. For example, How dry is dry enough for various kinds of foods? I would
have liked a bit more description of acceptably dried carrots so that I didn't feel I had to dry them
till brittle. All the same, the book helped me gain confidence in a new area of preservation so that
I'm pretty  handy at it after only a few months.”



HFS, “Background on Dehydration of Produce. General background on dehydration”

Chris, “This book is a MUST HAVE if you want to start dehydrating food.. This woman can write
efficiently and to the point. With any instructional book this is crucial. There are a couple of
chapters dedicated to the benefits and history of dehydrating food, but they are interesting, brief
and well written. The best thing about this book is that the index is EXTREMELY
comprehensive. If you have a new veggie score from the farmers market and you want to get to
work right away you can easily flip to the back and get the pages you need.Mary Bell is a master
of her craft - I have tried her techniques with perfect success every time.This is one of the most
well written How-To books I have ever read. If you have a dehydrator that is collecting dust, or if
you are shopping for one - go ahead and pick it up - this will get you started in moments, and
answer any questions you might have about the process of food dehydration.”

ltmarksjr, “A great purchase & arrived on time.. I bought the book used for my wife. It was in very
good shape. It arrived when they said it would. It was obvious it was used, but the pages were in
great shape.”

hmm., “Excellent for a newbie. This is a really good book for starting out. It has very practical
advice on preparation of fruit, veg, and meats, with recommended times and temperatures, but
also some good ideas for recipes for things you can use your dehydrated foodstuffs in, that you
might not have thought of uses for. I skimmed through the whole thing in a couple of hours, but
still refer to it often when I'm trying new things. Its quick, easy, practical, and well laid out. Much
more useful than the booklet that came with the machine.Incidentally, there are a lot of good
youtube videos on the subject that are very helpful too :)”

Funk, “A good go-to. Full of useful information that's still relevant today, even with no pictures. I
like that it gives the water content for foods, and it goes into quite a bit of detail on making
leathers. The only thing that lets it down is that it doesn't have a concise index for fruits and
vegetables, and it's a bit limited in that respect. I will probably try the backpacking recipes, but
for it to have the same amount of page space dedicated to it as basic fruit and veg is a bit
disappointing.”

Ebook Library Reader, “The book was recommended by a friend. American author book came
when expected. The book was recommended by a friend. Contains everything you need to
know about food dehydration .If you need a book about this subject this is a good start. Of
course Americans have a head start ,being doing it for years”

Liv Eirdall, “Very pleased: ). The book was just as described. Very pleased :)”

Kt, “Worth a read.. My book was exactly as described, the condition was very good even though



it was pre owned.All in all I was very pleased. I would use this seller again. The book is useful if
you are new to dehydrating.. Worth a read”

The book by Carolyn Humphries has a rating of 5 out of 4.4. 594 people have provided
feedback.
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